ACTIVITY REPORT
TASK FORCE ON MUNICIPALITY AUDIT
to be submitted to the 46th EUROSAI Governing Board meeting in Istanbul, Turkey on 22 May
2017 by Dr Arūnas Dulkys, Auditor General of the National Audit Office of Lithuania and
Chairman of the EUROSAI Task Force on Municipality Audit (EUROSAI TFMA).
The Activity Report of the Task Force on Municipality Audit (EUROSAI TFMA) covers the period
from the establishment of the EUROSAI TFMA in June, 2016 to the Xth EUROSAI Congress in
May, 2017. Due to the fact that a coming Seminar on Municipality Audit is already planned and
the main topics are already selected, it is also shortly presented in the Activity Report.
The Task Force on Municipality Audit (EUROSAI TFMA) was set up in the 44th EUROSAI
Governing Board meeting in Luxembourg in June 2016. The National Audit Office of Lithuania is
the Chair as well as the Secretariat of the EUROSAI TFMA.
VISION of the Task Force on Municipality Audit (TFMA) is to become an active EUROSAI Task
Force covering relevant questions in the sphere of auditing municipalities.
Our MISSION is to create an open platform for sharing the best practice and experience on the
municipality audit.
The TFMA STRATEGIC GOALS for the period 2017-2020:
▪
▪
▪

Strategic Goal I: “Exchanging the best practice and experience to reach audit results that
have a substantial impact on improving public financial management”.
Strategic Goal II: “Making the external municipal auditing system more efficient”.
Strategic Goal III: “Encouraging cooperative audits”.

MEMBERSHIP
EUROSAI TFMA unites supreme audit institutions of 26 EUROSAI countries, including the Chair
of the TFMA – the National Audit Office of Lithuania, and fosters international cooperation and
exchange of experience in the field (List of EUROSAI TFMA members is in the Annex 1).
TASK GIVEN BY THE EUROSAI GOVERNING BOARD
EUROSAI Governing Board supported the initiative of the National Audit Office of Lithuania and
the Task Force on Municipality Audit (TFMA) was established on 14th June, 2016 with the official
activities planned to be started since the beginning of 2017.
The first task from the EUROSAI Governing Board was also given to the newly established TFMA
to be completed and approved by all the EUROSAI TFMA members – to identify the features
how the municipality audit is different from other types of audits and to explain which added
value could this Task Force bring.
The concept of the document was prepared by the National Audit Office of Lithuania together
with the representatives of the TFMA member SAIs. Firstly, it was sent to all the EUROSAI TFMA

member SAIs in order to receive their comments and corrections, then the final version of the
document was presented and agreed during the Kick-off Meeting.
The process of audit of municipalities does not differ considerably from audits of other public
entities, but there is significant difference in essence, scope and value of audits at national and
local levels. Four main distinct features of municipality audit from audits in other areas were
identified and agreed by all EUROSAI TFMA members – complexity, specificity, openness as
well as accountability and use of data that makes it more challenging, but, on the other hand,
bringing added value of TFMA for auditors as well as for the whole local government system.
Complexity
The complexity of municipality audit is determined by a big number of
municipalities in every country, a wide range of services delivered to
citizens as well as plenty municipal functions, which very often overlap with
governmental functions.
Specificity
The specificity of municipality audit is determined by big number of
municipality audit system units, such as SAIs, external and internal
auditors of municipality, private auditors, and dissimilarities of these units,
such as different audit mandates, goals, functions etc.

Openness
The openness of the local government and municipality audit is
determined by desire and ability of their units to fling open, share
significant information as well as to deal with problems integrally at all
the levels – from local to global.
Accountability and Use of Data

Accountability and use of data is determined as a need to create a
culture of accountability and the use of data from local accounts and
financial statements, which can be encouraged by audits of
municipalities.

We believe that EUROSAI TFMA when seeking its strategic goals, will bring the benefit to SAIs
in planning and conducting audits in local government as well as in looking for relevant
improvements to the municipality audit systems in different EUROSAI countries. Consequently,
improvements to life quality and direct benefit to citizens of municipalities are expected and in
this way reaching the progress at local level and equally at the global one.

A more detailed information on the completed EUROSAI Governing Board task can be found in
the Document on Distinguishing Features of Municipality Audit and Expected Added Value from
Task Force on Municipality Audit (Annex 2).
EUROSAI TFMA LOGO AND WEBPAGE
In order to have unique identity and be recognised among other existing
EUROSAI structures, the logo of the TFMA was created. Bright colours of
the logo encourage us to be energetic, determined and to establish links
between local – municipality audit and global context. For the smooth
communication and the possibility to timely share relevant information,
the webpage of the EUROSAI TFMA was created. The webpage can be found at
http://www.vkontrole.lt/tf/. Both the logo and the webpage were presented to all the EUROSAI
TFMA member SAIs during the Kick-off Meeting.
KICK-OFF MEETING OF THE EUROSAI TFMA
The first official gathering of the established EUROSAI TFMA was the Kick-off Meeting held 1112 April, 2017 in Vilnius, Lithuania.
▪
▪

49 Participants from 25 EUROSAI countries
Results:
▪ Working Programme 2017-2020
During the Kick-off Meeting, each of the 3 Strategic Goals and activities planned in order to
reach them were presented and discussed among the representatives. EUROSAI TFMA
member SAIs shared responsibilities from the Working Programme 2017-2020, presented the
planned schedules of their activities.
Work in groups was organised to discuss the possible topics for cooperative audits, i.e. the
advantages and disadvantages of them.
▪ Document on Distinguishing Features of Municipality Audit and Expected Added
Value from Task Force on Municipality Audit
The final version of the document was presented to the participants of the Kick-off Meeting.
Due to being the task from the EUROSAI Governing Board, the mentioned document will be
presented during the Governing Board meeting in the Xth EUROSAI Congress in Istanbul.
▪ EUROSAI TFMA Working Principles
Co-building session was held with the external expert in order to together create and agree
on the EUROSAI TFMA Working Principles (Annex 3). All the Kick-off Meeting participants
participated in different activities leading to the creation of the Working Principles of the
EUROSAI TFMA.
UPCOMING 1st EUROSAI TFMA SEMINAR ON MUNICIPALITY AUDIT AND ANNUAL EUROSAI
TFMA MEETING
Supreme Audit Office of Latvia had kindly suggested to organize the next Seminar on
Municipality Audit in Riga, Latvia. The agreed date for the Seminar is 5-6 October, 2017. The 2
following topics were decided to be addressed:
▪

The Added value from Supreme Audit Institution audits, conducted in local municipalities;

▪

The usefulness and efficiency criteria of the utilisation of local municipality budgets. The
role of local municipality development planning documents in the evaluation of the
efficiency of local municipality activities.

The annual meeting of the EUROSAI TFMA members will also be organised during the Seminar
on Municipality Audit in Riga in order to discuss the following topics: firstly, the progress of
implementation of TFMA Working Programme 2017-2020 activities, in particular, external audit
systems of municipalities; secondly, the progress of implementation of TFMA Working
Programme 2017-2020 activities, in particular, cooperative audits as well as other TFMA affairs.
Additional information and the materials of the meetings can be found at the website of the
TFMA at www.vkontrole.lt/tf

Annex 1
EUROSAI TFMA MEMBERS
NO
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

COUNTRY
ALBANIA
AUSTRIA
AZERBAIJAN
BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA

CROATIA
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
GEORGIA
GREECE
HUNGARY
ISRAEL
ITALY
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
THE FORMER
YUGOSLAV
REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
17. MOLDOVA
18. MONTENEGRO
19. POLAND
20. PORTUGAL
21. ROMANIA
22. SERBIA
23. SLOVAK REPUBLIC
24. SLOVENIA
25. SPAIN
26. TURKEY
Observer
1.
SWITZERLAND

NAME OF SAI
State Supreme Audit | Kontrolli i Larte i Shtetit
Rechnungshof
Chamber of Accounts
The Supreme Office for the Republic of Srpska Public Sector
Auditing
Audit Office of the Institutions in the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Drzavni Ured za Reviziju
Rigsrevisionen
Riigikontroll
National Audit Office of Finland
State Audit Office of Georgia
Court of Audit
Supreme Audit Office
State Comptroller's Office
Corte dei Conti
Latvijas Republikas Valsts kontrole
National Audit Office of Lithuania
Drzaven zavod za revizija, State Audit Office

Curtea de Conturi a Republicii Moldova
State Audit Institution of Montenegro
Najwyzsza Izba Kontroli
Tribunal de Contas
Curtea de Conturi a României
Drzavna revizorska institucija (DRI)
Najvyssi kontrolny urad Slovenskej republiky
Računsko sodišče
Tribunal de Cuentas
Sayistay Baskanligi (Turkish Court of Accounts)
Contrôle des finances de la Ville de Lausanne

Annex 2
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF MUNICIPALITY
AUDIT AND EXPECTED ADDED VALUE FROM
TASK FORCE ON MUNICIPALITY AUDIT
The public administration directly or indirectly, the municipalities individually or mutually can
establish principles and approaches for organization and implementation of regional policy in
such a way that each citizen would benefit. Most people live in an area under the governance
of municipality and also the state simultaneously. However, local government is the closest
government unit to people, therefore, its policies and activities impact general public on a daily
basis. Successful development of countries depends on effective, efficient public
administration, which includes good and wise local government and the efficient service
delivery at local level. Consequently, in order to make a difference to the lives of citizens, local
government audit plays a significant role in the national audit system.
Various models of local government audit systems exist in different countries. External audit of
local government can be conducted by supreme audit institutions (SAIs), regional offices,
private auditors; furthermore, all of them have different mandates, varying scope, conduct
different types of audits, such as performance, financial or compliance. Besides, the internal
audit at local government level also exists.
Depending on the mandate, the SAIs may have an important role in the system of local
government audit: as institution, that is partly responsible for the progress of all processes at
national level, it should initiate and observe the improvements of the whole system in order to
get the highest added value from the audits conducted. The SAIs have to work in the name of
interests of their citizens by providing them with independent, fully-fledged and objective
information on whether the existing regional policy scope can help to improve their living
conditions.
Despite the traditions, individual specifics and actions prevalent in each country, SAIs are
obliged to offer their citizens objective information on the purposeful and efficient use of public
resources and systems (incl. those which are under the competency of municipalities).
The process of audit of municipalities does not differ considerably from audits of other public
entities, but there is significant difference in essence, scope and value of audits at national and
local levels. SAIs use the same auditing standards in planning and conducting audits of
municipalities as are used in other audits. Also, depending on the mandate the SAI has and the
audit scope, the same types of audits defined in the INTOSAI framework: financial, compliance
and performance are being conducted. Still municipality audit is distinct in its complexity,
specificity, openness as well as accountability and use of data.
We distinguished these four main aspects, which determine municipality audit to be different
from other audits and which makes it more challenging, but, on the other hand, bringing added
value for auditors as well as for the whole local government system.

Complexity
The complexity of municipality audit is determined by a big number of municipalities in every
country, a wide range of services delivered to citizens as well as plenty municipal functions,
which very often overlap with governmental functions.
This multidimensionality makes municipality audit more complicated and from auditors who
conduct audits of municipalities require to have wide and specific knowledge, moreover, to be
able to manage a large amount of information in many different spheres. It is challenging and
very important to select relevant audit topics, to define the audit scope as well as to obtain
sufficient and appropriate audit evidence reflecting the whole view.
Municipalities might see themselves obliged, first and foremost, to their residents and local
constituents rather than the national interest – what might be termed "local-national
discrepancy". Therefore, selecting relevant audit topics is significant for SAIs as institutions
which are responsible for audits at national level: results of audits have to have impact for local
government, at the same time ensuring the progress at national level and achieving national
goals. In this regard, complexity can determine the huge added value of municipality audits: if
you manage to choose the relevant audit topics and to look into the most significant problems,
audit results will be exact and reflecting the whole, despite its multidimensionality and
complexity. Moreover, as prime service providers, municipalities face an ongoing and intensive
interaction with their residents. These structural characteristics of local government lead to a
greater risk of misconduct and even corruption on part of municipal officials and add to the
complexity of both the topics selected for audit and the audit work itself. Municipality audit in
this way will reveal the reality, existing problems, which are relevant to people and other issues
which directly affect citizens.
Specificity
The specificity of municipality audit is determined by big number of municipality audit system
units, such as SAIs, external and internal auditors of municipality, private auditors, and
dissimilarities of these units, such as different audit mandates, goals, functions etc.
In the system of municipality audit there are many different and quite independent units with
their own specificity: different goals, functions etc. However, they all have to constantly
cooperate with each other. Looking at the global level, there are even more dissimilarities and
specificities, such as different mandates for audits of municipalities, different methods of
communication and so on. As the Survey on Municipality Audit conducted by the National Audit
Office of Lithuania revealed, there are many units in the systems of municipality audit: SAIs,
municipality external and internal auditors, private auditors as well as audit institutions and
supervisors on the province level, depending on the federal structure of countries etc. These
specificities at international level means the variety of experiences and this variety makes the
knowledge sharing and professional cooperation more valuable.
More units mean more complicated communication between them, consequently, resulting in
the higher risk to double each other’s work. There is some kind of trade-off between the
workload from communication and coordination efforts on the one hand, and the risk of

doubling one’s work (and, consequently, unnecessarily increasing the auditing burden for the
respective municipalities) on the other hand. However, this specificity gives us possibilities to
search for the best practice for appropriate communication and coordination. Properly
functioning system of municipality audit, clear functions and fluent operation of every link
would give us the results we expect. The appropriate communication and coordination of the
strategies within the municipality audit system is highly important. We are obliged to share
significant information, identified risks as well as insights, also, there has to be a high degree of
mutual trust – all those links of the system have to match with each other. Different
methodologies used by different units of municipality audit system can give inhomogeneous
results and this leads to additional difficulties in using each other’s work. However, varying
experience of different audit system participants can bring more effective audit results,
together those different links can spread the coverage of audit scale. Also, as it was mentioned
before, SAIs with different practices, should share their professional experience, consequently,
increasing the knowledge and competence of all the members of EUROSAI Task Force on
Municipality Audit (TFMA). Hereby, the existing differences can bring more benefits than
similarities could.
Openness
The openness of the local government and municipality audit is determined by desire and
ability of their units to fling open, share significant information as well as to deal with
problems integrally at all the levels – from local to global.
Considering the nature and complexity of local government, the high importance of openness
for every municipality and unit of the municipality audit system is stressed. Municipalities on
their own do not have the possibilities of evaluating all the national problems, consequently,
they cannot see the whole view from above.
Each municipality aim to tackle the existing problems at local level. Strategic planning in
municipalities (also in provinces, if they exist depending on the federal structure of the country),
which ideally should be harmonized and integral from local to national levels, is also prepared
separately from others, considering only local needs and limited information without searching
for possibilities to broaden the horizons. The greater the lack of openness, the higher the risk
for the system gaps which were not covered by any unit to appear. Despite the attitude that
every participant has its own functions to be conducted, we cannot close our eyes to the
problems in others’ field.
Municipalities are not able to cover all the national problems, however, solving problems at
local level is also not enough – there is a necessity to see bird’s eye view and to solve them at
the national level. Often, the local problems are local for many peculiarities: different economic,
geographic, social characteristics due to consolidated different situations. Therefore, it should
be underlined the need to perceive these peculiarities and if it is possible to indicate the
solution. The problems which look minor in separate municipalities together as a whole can
become serious and massive in the whole country. Consequently, such issues in separate
countries can become relevant to Europe etc. This is the reason why we have to fling open and
seek for common points. We have to eliminate the lack of openness in municipal audit system
in order to enable ourselves to take a look from above, and to use multidimensional structure

of the system and to solve local problems at global level or at least problems can be solved at
local level but solutions shall be spread at global level as well.
Accountability and use of data
Accountability and use of data is determined as a need to create a culture of accountability
and the use of data from local accounts and financial statements, which can be encouraged
by audits of municipalities.
Municipalities form considerable part of goverment statements. Governmental sustainability
depends on the sustainability of municipalities to a large extent, governmental financial
situation (e.g. government debt and government budget deficit) appertains to municipal
situation. All financial indicators that have impact on these government financial indicators
have to be precise and trustworthy. There is usually a large number of municipalities and many
of them are small, with few inhabitants and few resources, which leads to greater risks of
misstatements, therefore it´s very important to strengthen their accountability.
SAIs should be able to maximize the use of the vast amount of information and data for
obtaining statistical data, risk identification and choose relevant audit topics. At the same time,
accountability is expected to become easy and offer access to the overall local accounts, in
order to provide added value to local government, other stakeholders and citizens in general.
SAIs should also contribute to improving the accountability process, encourage municipalities
to provide precise, trustworthy as well as user-friendly data. Herewith, SAIs will improve their
abilities to use and operate those data in new innovative ways. As a result, municipal audits will
help to reach the accuracy and reliability of data at both municipal and governmental levels.
To summarize, when implementing various EUROSAI TFMA activities, such as knowledge
sharing and professional cooperation, we will have in mind four aspects of local government
audit system: complexity, specificity, openness as well as accountability and use of data. We
believe that EUROSAI TFMA, when seeking its strategic goals, will bring the added value to SAIs
in planning and conducting audits in local government as well as in looking for relevant
improvements to the municipality audit systems in different EUROSAI countries. Consequently,
we expect to get improvements to life quality and direct benefit to citizens of municipalities
and in this way reaching the progress at local level and equally at the global one.
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EUROSAI TFMA WORKING PRINCIPLES

